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Abstract:
In late 2015, the automobile industry hit a major milestone: the one millionth plug-in electric vehicle took to the road somewhere in the world. The industry continues to make bold announcements about battery technology improvements and new electric vehicle models with cost, range, and performance improvements. These advances in new electric vehicle technology hold the promise of expanding the market well beyond early adopters. This presentation provides an assessment of global technology trends on electric vehicle technology, including discussion of recently announced, upcoming electric vehicles. In addition, the presentation reports on analysis to understand the underlying factors that are driving electric vehicle uptake around the world, focused on the growth in the leading markets of China, Europe, and the United States. The survey of global markets includes a summary of supporting policies (e.g., regulation, incentives) and other government support (e.g., public charging infrastructure) that are in place to promote electric vehicles in the major markets. Finally, the seminar will include a discussion of the challenges of transitioning to an electric vehicle fleet over the longer-term and possible keys to overcome those challenges.
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